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For Poe



It’s like I’ve failed something
and I’m waiting to go back
fucking around in the space
in between then and now

Liminal Space

Tire on my back
hood against the Arizona dust
I came to this town, twice
for surgeries and drunkenness

The whole world feels open
with nothing to do in it

After it rains here
the van is so humid
I wake up glasses already wet

Longing for the Arizona dust
and something beyond here

I haven’t left yet, you know
I’m really scared to, actually
and I keep reminding myself
of the nothing I imagine

Wondering if over there will be better
than where I am right here

Wondering if being alone
will rip off some band aid I’ve filled
Filled with people and friends and lovers
wondering if being alone
will crack open some shell beneath the skin

Maybe becoming a tire pilgrim
will excise these bad habits
wash me clean from the filth of sensuality
leave me whole and empty

Or maybe I’ll become a degenerate, again
full of broken clay and decay



aching for something to drain the pus



In between breaths we are all dead

I keep wondering what my purpose is
why I am doing this
skip rent, see new places, meet people
be alone

I wanted to get enlightened
I want to now, too
but I wanted to more, then



I’m not pure enough
my ideology isn’t clean enough
for the Anarchy on my arm

My plate isn’t clean enough
to be a real vegan

I’m definitely not trans enough

and I can’t call myself a leftist
not with the things I’ve done

I’m not pure enough
and a thousand apologies won’t help

I can’t be this and I can’t be that

one time when I was a kid I threatened someone
with a pocket knife my dad gave me

Not good enough to be a pacifist, then

Definitely too many thoughts to be a meditator

I smoke too much weed to be a Buddhist

Too many breaks to form a line
too many spots of dirt to see clearly
my glasses have fogged
I’m fucked.



TV movie scene
I think of scenes in things
scenes from TV
from movies

TV movie scenes
like being alone in a car
running from home

Escape from Massachusetts

And my urges for stupid
seem primarily out of wanting
a TV movie scene
of starting bad and getting worse
so in Act 3 I can recover, again

Live life in a three act structure
repeat every few years

Have adventures
along a theme from the writing room
inside my head



Visceral healing
by the side of the road

The anxiety about my battery
is irrelevant beside the trees

More centered than I have been
leaving behind old strings



Holding my hands under the sink
Warm water at a rest stop
it’s just after 7am
floors freshly cleaned
it smells like lemon

The gas gauge on the propane
ticks quietly at anxiety
I reassure myself
I can live many days on dry food
and campfire cooking



Possession possesses me

Possessions possess me



At night my nose gets stuffed
and on the first day I was high
finding sitting hard to do
weighed down
worrying about bears

I enjoy the quiet of morning
exasperated with the crickets at night

I made a really good dinner
BBQ vegetables and tofu
I wish I brought marshmallows
you know the original marshmallow
was vegan and didn’t have gélatine?

I can’t find a place to setup my hammock
that doesn’t worry me
I don’t wanna be away from home



New Jersey, sans bomber
an old friend from NJ
told me NJ sucks

The park was okay
I don’t care about NJ



Tire Pilgrim;
Asphalt flotsam,
looking for saintdom
among the sheaves of velum.

Tire Pilgrim;
I’m becoming the town phantom
no where to go on my lonesome
nothing to ease the boredom
other than the escapism



Wake up at 9:22
way past when I usually do
Up until 4am
so I don’t miss seeing you

Cry for a half hour
sob for missing you
Feel overwhelmed, wiping tears
trying to take nicotine
feeling pulled out of my chest

Separation is so close
it pulls me apart at the sinews
I try to relax and see myself as genuine
and it’s so hard knowing

Every time I go somewhere
I leave somewhere behind

I’m afraid to miss relationships
I’m afraid to be alone
trying to hug myself hurts more
and I remember why I used to pray

Can I actually give it all up?
Or will I muck around
in idle lay life and Anarcho-Punk scenes

I’m so scared and all I want
is to be held in your arms
at once knowing this will end
at once breaking, pulled apart
threads ripping and dropping water

Fuck, this hurts.



Oh God where am I going to end up?
I keep seeing robes and bows
lined along the future corridor
and suddenly this present kiss
makes separation from it sharp

I didn’t set out for discernment
yet here I am looking between leaves
Staring at trash and trees
wondering what communion and connection means

Crying over parted lovers
wondering if solitude will cut me open
break the pressure rumbling in my chest
Make me sob and ache
squeeze out all the bad feeling
Let it soak back into the forest ground
leave me alone with empty breath
weights slid off my back



I don’t miss my college friends
anymore
I miss the people I love
partners and friends and comrades

I don’t miss my first weed dealer
shy sitter and happy smiler
I miss my hands on yours
mine soft from privilege
yours rough from farm work,
growing mushrooms

Alone in the forest I feel pulled out
air drained from my chest
Cool mountain air
and rising panic

What will I do alone?
without internet
trees all around
I’m so scared

Will I settle down by next year?
Or search forever for home
search forever
for a place I have never been

Will I find new friends
New partners
New comrades
or will I drift alone across gravel
and open mountain highways

Held back from people by 6ft
held in solitude
Broken diaphragm, keep moving
shovel air and focus

Help me come to terms with this



I think I like people
genuinely like hearing someone talk
and laugh and tell stories
smile and hold my hand

Why did I fetishize solitude?

I want to get high and escape this feeling
this pressure around me that says
“You’re so fucking alone”

So I remember not being alone.

Being trans is so fucking hard
no one rubs my clit like her
She gets it, having had the surgery herself

Yet explaining to other people
and figuring out this neo-body
Is extracting myself into a spread sheet
relearning how to masturbate

Sitting in the woods wanting to cry
the roar and whine of logging trucks
echo over the moss and smoking log

I knew this part would be hard
this starting out and finding balance
with all new questions like
“How alone can I get?”

I don’t feel like I know how to be happy
The Lord tells me, do this, do that
and I trust him, yet

I feel incompetent
rejected and misliked
alone in the meditation hall
cissies putting me in solitary



The fantasy was:
I’ll meditate all day
I’ll do so much reading
I’ll find peace
at the root of a tree

Well, that was a fucking lie

Doing a retreat schedule alone
demands a will that I lack

Setting out I had this fantasy
wood to wood
through forests and old highways

Now I’m figuring out if I was lying
if I’m a city slicker, through and through
If the country only has hospitality because of people
then these forests give me no grace

Yet in the leaves and moss
I find nature’s arm props me up
depression is put aside
the trees seem to answer
“Here, you are normal”

Cold, yet normal
Swarmed by bugs, yet normal

Not happy, not exactly
just buoyed, held
Mama Gaia looks at me in her arms
takes pity on the child I am

I wonder if Nashville will be okay
I wonder if I’ll meet someone new
I wonder if I’ll feel held by concrete and light
or if the enveloping darkness of the forest
holds me better than human hands.



At night in pitch black
I see no stars in these woods
too cloudy, maybe

I want to see stars I have never seen
stare upwards with an open mouth
the way I did at that Basilica, in DC

I want to look into the night and cry
overwhelmed with beauty

When I click off the flashlight
only the pitch of the trees greet me
They don’t speak beauty
only emptiness where life was
blank and nothing



Swinging in a hammock above moss
an e-reader teaches me Anarchy
and I write reflections in text messages unsent

The air is cool with a little damp
children yelling at the camp site one over
at 4pm inside feels like inside



Staring into the darkness
frogs and crickets my white noise
I ask myself what I want to do with my life
I don’t know if I’ll be alive, tomorrow
or next year or in a decade

There’s an overbearing dread
that everything is going to shit
worse than it ever has

That any plans I might make will be burned
that really I have five, maybe ten years
tops, before the old normal is gone

I don’t want to waste this life
find myself still wandering on
I don’t want to waste the years remaining
I don’t want to spend my life unsatisfied

I don’t know what to do
I’m afraid the tidal wave will get me
the civil war or nuclear holocaust

I want to get out
except I don’t know if I can hack it
I don’t know that even if I try for a moment
if that will get me anywhere

I already feel condemned to hell
and if not next, eventually
Hell or heaven, still wandering
lost in this cycle

Should I be seeking out lovers?
I don’t want to spend myself
trying to find temporary comfort
for a problem with a permanent solution

Yet I fear I will never have the grit
the gumption, the drive
to cut the ties that bind

I just want to be held



Fuck, I haven’t felt like this since high school
at least I’m not suicidal
or stealing from grandma

Better now and yet so lost
someone grab me, throw me forward
make me commit to something.



I’m alone now
cause my date canceled
and I don’t think the folks
in their neighborhood like me

Probably the cigarettes
and sandals

But I’ve got sunlight
shade and overhead planes
the sound of wind through leaves



I have a lot of
single serving intimacies
one night stands
or one off friends

Like meeting up at 10pm
and talking for a bit
having sex
you gave me a piece
of fossilized wood

That’s lost somewhere in the van

I thought back today
on someone’s swanky couch
on how I am doing again
what’s been done before

Some old tendencies
old thoughts
“I have a drug problem”

Second person in as many days
to go down on me

It’s like a good a movie
she was fine I mean
it was pleasant

I find in everyone something
familiar and new

In these small nights
and intimate couch arrangements

I wonder where all my devotion went



I have to pee
all the fucking time
I’m not even on pee pills
anymore

And people keep canceling
and I’m horny
and tired, for some reason

Yet in flashes I feel alive
yelling while I drive through Oklahoma
seeing the last buffalo
talking to strangers

In flashes I feel dead
like when I suspect sickness
and worry about COVID

In flashes I feel adult
empty my toilet
brushing my teeth
shaving and cooking vegetables

I feel like a degenerate
happy and dirty
pouring piss onto the pavement



I am a piece of paper
you can’t fold me
more than sixteen times

Constantly meeting
Constantly parting

One night stands leave brands
on the back of my tongue
like the taste of your cum

I am cursed to a two foot wide
mattress that keeps me inside
contained in a steel bottle
with rubber wheels to move me

Take me down to Walmart
forget me in the parking lot
forget the smell of piss I leave everywhere
and the broken banjo strings
that cut my fingers this morning

My back would break down
if I didn’t need it to get the salt
Everything would explode
if I didn’t put the excess in a drum
and listen to the twang it makes



My pussy is sore
last night you fucked me on the couch

I really like girl dick
long clits
and when someone says uwu at me

I feel the irritation
next morning, on my labia
the itching wakes me up



I keep separating
and I wonder if like the F chord
my muscles will stretch
and the repeat merging
and separation

Will train me into an easy pull off
stick me on you
pull me off, no pain
just for you

In small town Texas
warm lips and hips
left behind in Oklahoma

Over two hours drive
away from everything good
cozying up to Trump flags
and small town residential streets

It’s too hot here
I overshot the temperature

I want to be both together and
apart



Urges to degenerate
to say fuck my next life
and pick up a gun
man the barricades
and kill cops

Fear I would fall apart
if I killed anyone breathing
Fear I would die in vain
when I should’ve stayed back
cooked food and held hands

It makes me want to drink
decide to stop believing
make the tattoos past tense
and become militant

Erase the tension between both arms
the civil war already begun
between world and spirit

I hear gun shots at night
and feel shrapnel when I think
pacifism throwing grenades
violent revolution singing romance songs

The vision of a badass
antifa super solider with an AK
refusing to back down
condemning myself for tomorrowland

Much more a TV movie scene
to fire from apartment windows
at the occupying state

Than to carefully cook couscous
and talk to soldiers about trauma

There’s a war already begun
raging inside of me
I don’t know who will win
and I’m afraid to take sides



I’m yelling fuck at the Texas rest stop
pounding a fist into my mattress
angry at my doubt
scared and confused and angry

I want to scream at a punk show
I want to scream standing in a field
I need to do something

I take so much of my shit on faith
I only know for sure a little
and I trust on all the rest

Is my trust misplaced?
Am I an idiot?
Have I been duped?
Pacified by the powers that be?

Yelling into blankets
feeling like I could cry
because some part of me is dying
and another is being born
and I am terrified of where I’m going

Jumping up and down outside
cigarette burning low in my right hand
making myself tired
trying to squeeze the seething need
to burn it all go away

Don’t make me decide tonight
let me put this off



The surface tension broke
and the rolling boil hit me
at 9pm on a Sunday

The tension that was there since Japan
started to gnaw continuously
and talk of war rubbed salt in

Do I really believe this stuff?
Am I actually ready to stake my life on it?



We were building a lego dinosaur
with the kid who was present last night
while everyone drank and smoked weed
and I wondered how I got here

In this crowd of kids
who’re all older than me
drinking and smoking

Where’s my inhaler?

The vibe went weird
and I made baked potatoes
before we all passed out
me in my van

I’m looking at a weird cable
smudged by sand and sun
wondering why my mind is saying no
that I should forget getting laid
and find another hookup in this dry city

Am I getting sick?
I don’t know
I’ll die one day
maybe soon

Loud music
Playing with a glow stick
in the back yard with her kid
I get touched and realize my desperation
please fuck me please fuck me please

Another night alone
too tired to clear the bed
I feel like a college kid again
just as stupid and sick



Living off park earned dollars
and bad banjo performances

All I ever wake up to
is guilt and potato chip crumbs

My sexual frustration feels
humiliating and desperate
stupid and young

Wanting to send submissive texts
and beg for comfort I can’t find alone
knowing porn and my right hand
can’t kiss my own neck

Or speak succinctly to my oppression
and the anger and suffering, pitted
in my stomach from too much transness

Screaming on mountain tops
and watching TV alone on my phone
doesn’t fill the hole I carved myself

Reopening these gates of desire
I’ve let myself get swept along
by the twinging of nerves and nice faces

In broken people I find no glue
and broken people are all that I see.
People can’t stomach aloneness
or separation or stress

Broken hands let me slip through
and the bandaids I put on others
never find their way back to me

Cut ankles and skinned knuckles
more road scars and emotional exhaustion
I’m not finding anything here
in conservative southern border towns
and waste of time house parties
trying to cover up the empty bits of her



Man, fuck this shit
I’m not depressed yet
but Christ can I feel it at my heels



I’m horny all the time now
I’m not particularly emotional about it
I just need to get off

And masturbation is boring
unsatisfying and lonely
I’ve had more sex than most
and watch the desire mechanism spin



I woke up to snow on my windshield
freezing and clinging to my blanket
I got a plague test and practiced banjo
with fingers aching and everything cold

I drove four and a half hours
through blizzard and empty space
along route 10, reaching Tucson
finally warm at 9 degrees C

Now warm and in bed,
jacket, gloves and hat on
I feel suddenly alone
and confused about me

Giving up pacifism suddenly
I don’t know who I am anymore
being an anarchist feels foreign
meditation feels alien
everything I do is someone else

And I’m smoking too much weed
and too horny all the time
and and and and and and and and and
and I want to scream all the time
and I want to have something ripped out
and I want to hurt and be sure

I want to be sure about something
and stop changing
I want certainty and stability
and I find only inconstancy

I wonder if I’m a new person now
if I can start drinking again
or if that would just fuck me more

Romanticizing barricades and booze
throw a Molotov from beer I chugged
act young and stupid
wake up somewhere weird.



Lay in bed crying
to Pigeon Pit
and memories of being high
in the shower while she went down on me

Remembering opioids and alcohol
wanting to get high
really just wanting to cry

Why am I trans?
Why do I have to be this?
Why can’t I stick with anything?
Why am I so malleable?

I am angry at reality
and sad about isolation
and worried about being sick
and wanting to burn things

FUCK FUCK FUCK FUCK FUCK
FUCK FUCK FUCK FUCK FUCK
FUCK FUCK FUCK FUCK FUCK
FUCK FUCK FUCK FUCK FUCK



I’m gunna stuff myself in a box
ship me to Oklahoma City
and waiting loving arms,
soft cow moos



I finally zeroed in my scope
and my emotions are in focus
happy I’m yelling along to music in the van
sad and I’m staring into corners



She showed me all her guns
while she was naked
and covered in tattoos
what is this, porn for anarchists?

Just trans women showing guns
and saying slogans that rile me up
a horny revolutionary jerking off alone
in my public bedroom

And I have everything I need
shade and music and air
breathing in I am happy
while at the same time stressed

Both totally together
whole and complete
and breaking apart at every seam

I’m always sad
I’m always ok
I’m always ok

Making homeless men at 10am
holding bottles of liquor calm
playing banjo to special needs adults
and for a YouTube audience of two

Talking to an old couple
living in a minivan
sitting in the shade of a tree
breaking a little sweat

Getting stoned off dab rigs
and cute Queers on my body
falling asleep in uncomfortable beds
because I want to be with someone

Waking up for coffee and nicotine
sitting in the dark trying to find
where I am supposed to sleep
that wakes me without pain



Listening to solidarity forever
in a room full of trans women
wearing onesies and tattoos
deep frying onion rings



I am so totally hungry
for skin on skin and kisses
hold me tight and don’t let go
don’t bother with my clothes
just hold me

Waking up alone is dizzying
even as I’ve done it so long

Totally together
Suicidally alone
Having sex and isolated together

I see myself drifting
through relationship anarchy
and stupid bonding with idiots
dumb jokes and my tongue outstretched

I lost my voice from yelling
so I sing voicelessly along
to The Front Bottoms
feeling cold and alone

I can get into grooves
of playing the same measures
for eight minutes
living the same life
for eight days

Fuck, I’m sorry I feel all alone
and I know hands won’t fix that
and these poems won’t fix me
and words won’t love me

But maybe another week of communion
and another gun
and another tongue
will let me forget who I am
for a while at least

I am a cup of pudding
and the more dicks you stick in me
the more pudding comes out



Eating pizza in bed
under an ACAB kitty
and an ACAB pricked
with sterile needles into my leg
I’m fucked



Limp wristed fist
at the rally to punk rock
I’ve been carrying weight
since I dropped 100lbs in High School

I don’t have a self, not deep down
and the one I make every morning
sounds tinny and out of tune

Staring at long cold charcoal
and Arizona wind pushing at my hat
leaning back in shoddy chairs
placed at your kitchen bar

You’ve been rubbing me for thirty minutes
and I barely feel it more than my arm
It’s fun, though
it makes me feel included
locked behind your arm rubbing my clit

Some day I’ll get everything straight
I’ll know who I am and be at ease
I’ll have your back and you
you’ll have mine

Then maybe screaming fuck
so loud my voice shatters
won’t be a need so much as a want

And not singing along to old folk
won’t matter so much anymore



I stopped stealing toilet paper
and now there’s more for everyone
and my bosses aren’t confused

Lately I been thinking about
the five finger discount
and the new finger tattoos



She kissed me without asking
and I left before sex
it was after midnight
I was already high and satisfied

I fell asleep quickly
and felt exasperated by the whole thing
Group sex is stressful and boring

In the morning I felt empty
empty like most mornings
and old pill bottles I forgot in Massachusetts

When I sit down to be quiet
I feel angry at her
and when my eyes open my first thought:
hit something with my fist

Noticing that thought, I don’t
I’ve been so angry

So I just try to make a mental note
to tell her to ask
and not have expectations for who I meet

Before 9am I am screaming
because moms can’t eat
and kids feel bad
and we have fascists in power
and I am crying before 9am

As if my sex life
and the rifle I carry for this
stood on the same legs
existed in one body not two

A horny revolutionary
and a big dumb tranny
writing stupid poetry

Reading bad stories on Reddit
and getting angry about capitalism
throw all my shaking and shouting



into a cup I spange with



When she bent me over the sink
I realized I didn’t care
but that staring at the sink bowl
was a good line for a poem

She kept asking me to talk about me
I talk about me to me all the time
I tell people about me all the time
I know what I care about
I don’t feel like a shell of a person

When I poked at her edge the plaster
caved in around my fingers
looking at someone’s life
cast in trans amber

Putting together a trauma narrative
updating my internal case files
I keep on everyone suffering

Getting held down and fucked is fun
but you’re bored afterwards
when you learn the person is empty

I remember Nashville
a one night stand with a cute tranny
and being given fossilized wood
still living in my banjo case

More depth in a paleontologist’s fingers
than four hours of bullshit

So when I said no and she did it anyway
I got my last threads pulled taunt
left for Walmart
retasting van life after too much time
living in drive ways and in gentle rooms

The frozen pizza was alright
but the crumbs and guilt
from binging afterwards
coat the freezing floor



In the morning before I leave
while I can see my breath above the bed
I feel in pain and alive
I sweep the floor

Try and start again every day
but I do the same thing
breathing, eating, practice
getting high and getting off

Anything becomes routine



I explained to you to ask
that consent is really important
that I want to feel safe and trusting
just ask before you kiss me

I didn’t ask when I started touching you
and suckling on your nipples
while someone else went down on you
and you had a girl dick in your mouth

It didn’t feel relevant, at that point
and your tits are nice, so
It’s not like we hadn’t all been fucking
and I had been moaning loudly, so

It’s fine
damn I was high but
It’s fine
I wake up tired and cold
It’s fine
one degree above freezing
It’s fine

Cat with cataracts visiting us
I was happy the whole time
and could barely catch my breath
when did sex become a sport?

At some point I changed
and my relationship to my body
became cast in new plastic
I care a lot and a lot less

Bend me over your leg
press my knees into the mattress
let my hands do the work
shape shift with me.



When I feel dirt and sweat on my skin
I feel more open than I have ever been
Dirty, poor and homeless
Joyful, hopeful and free

Stupid and young
Traumatized and wise

Dirty, broke
Beautiful and free

Then I wake up and I’m cold in a van
dirty and broke

After sewing a new patch to my denim
I watch dust curl around my ankles
Arizona cold and dry

Sitting in a stranger’s living room
alone and a little cold
folk punk dancing through earbuds

Better than outside, I give you that



I stole everything
not just the soup for my family
but the stories and identity too

The fun times I stole from strangers
the drama I stole from my illness
the bad decisions I stole from my parents

The accidents I stole from shaking hands
and scars I stole from mistakes and bad days
and patches I stole from Etsy

The ideology I stole from Gelderloos
the slogans I stole from Kropotkin
the ethic I stole from Emma

The poetry I stole from punk
and the lifestyle I stole from Matt

The truth I stole from Buddha
the reality I stole from dead birds
the inevitability I stole from friends left behind

There’s not a single thing here
I didn’t steal.



My arms are slit open
and tears are pouring out
while I smile



When I sat in the kitchen
figuring I would listen to some music
and vape a little weed

I heard screaming and punching
radiating from upstairs
Laura had a flashback
and I flashed back to healthcare
back to traumatized people screaming

When you ran down the stairs screaming
and grabbed the rifle and bullets
she tackled you and started punching
I saw Laura panicking and we went outside

Smoking cigarettes while I validate
get us focused on mindfulness
get her calm while I sit in a familiar slot

What’re the exits? Are my shoes on?
Have the weapons been removed?
Who do I have as backup?
How should I manage limits?

Make a plan, take her number
make sure she doesn’t die
Hug the other two and validate
make sure they don’t die
Sit at the exit of her room
make sure she doesn’t die

Keep my shoes on upstairs
it’s more helpful if you’re restraining someone
to have both feet sheathed

Keep my eyes on her
you can’t do shit if you don’t see it

Breathe
I can’t do shit if I’m off balance

Except now I remember
how boring this shit is mostly



lots of sitting and watching
waiting patiently attentive

Just waiting
just in case
waiting



“What cool anarchist stuff have you done?”

I think she was asking me what I’ve burned
if I’ve killed a cop
and what bombs I have laid

I answered intentionally wrong

The coolest anarchist thing I’ve ever done
is to be there for my friends in crisis
to hug a comrade who is crying
to be present and listen to trauma

The coolest anarchist I’ve ever met
has always at her core tried to help
she’s a wandering cleric
sprinkling growth and lessons

An anarchist was never cool for fire
no one ever became treasured shooters
there are no heroic bomb makers

Heroism is holding the razor blade
so tight it cuts into you
because if you let go they’ll bleed
and their blood is worse than yours

I’m not saying self sacrifice
is the end all be all
or even smart in many circumstances

What I am saying is that Anarchism
has never really been about Bombs
it’s never been about guns and fire

Anarchism has always been about
compassion, care, and love
Anarchism is helping your friends
Anarchism is working together

Anarchism is the solidarity I feel
when I have someone at my back
Anarchism is the bread we share



and the love we craft between us

I’ve never felt more an Anarchist
than when I sat outside your door
making sure you didn’t shoot yourself.



Sitting in your bedroom
while she stutters in the doorway
I feel rising suffering in my belly

I relax my hands open
close my eyes

I’m aware of wanting to cry
I’m aware of wanting to yell
I’m aware of my suffering

When the wave passes by
I feel chills
and the new tattoo I spent four hours
glued to stabbing into my flesh
prickles against my senses

Senses of emptiness
and no more me
I replaced it all with song lyrics
and manufactured images

Die alone
Live together

Now it’s branded on my right thigh
and my hip flexor is cramping
and my hand hurts
and for four hours I barely thought

Then in my van with a blanket
cooking potatoes and watching a video
I try to make myself cry and fail
I say fuck loudly and don’t yell

I sit deciding
I’ll try to see you or get higher



I don’t owe you shit and
you’ll never owe shit to me

No matter how many times we say
I love you
we’re still basically strangers



I keep getting high
and I don’t think it’s good tbh



Waking up at 7am
I poke at you until I can crawl on-top
it’s a late morning now
and I wake up to an energy drink
music played over my phone speaker
I lost my expensive earbuds

Last night I had a moment of panic
how the hell did I get here?
All the way from Burlington
somehow I drove all this way to the other side of the country and now I’m here with you in
Tucson.

Now I’m contemplating writing prose instead of poetry and thinking about the sex from this
morning.

After practice I feel like I skipped ahead and I still feel like I just woke up. Contemplating the
grocery store and tasting too much pepper on my tongue. Everything is starting to feel the same
and I long to scream until I can’t hear my own thoughts.



FUCK FUCK FUCK
THIS IS AN ANGRY POEM

SCREAMING IN MY VAN
SCREAMING ON HILLTOPS
SCREAMING IN THE STREET

FUCK COPS
FUCK TERFS
FUCK SWERFS
FUCK RACISTS
FUCK NAZIS
FUCK FUCK FUCK

I’M SO FUCKING TIRED OF THIS SHIT
FUCK THIS SYSTEM
FUCK YOU
YES, YOU, THE READER
GO FUCK YOURSELF

BURN SHIT
SMASH SHIT
STEAL THE SHIT THEY STOLE FROM YOU
TAKE IT BACK WITH RIGHTEOUS FURY
KICK DOWN THEIR WINDOWS
CAST THEM OFF THEIR SKYSCRAPERS

LEVEL IT ALL
BRING US ALL TOGETHER
IN BURNING SKYSCRAPERS



I didn’t get travel vertigo before
not in this way which is so disorienting
so laying on your bed
staring at the amp used as a table
I felt a sudden flash of panic

How did I get here?
So far away from home
always trapped in capital chains

There’s no where to go
No where to be
No one to be
Nothing to do

Waste away days in anxious haze
letting others’ anxiety edge at my fence
we’re still doing dabs now
we never stopped doing dabs



Pounding my fist into the counter
pouring my anger into yells
letting shame drip onto my ankles

Walking



I start to wonder what the line is
for an orgasm
and how far faking it goes

Watching you two fuck
while I scrolled Reddit
vaped and drank water

When I started touching myself
I remembered being horny in Nashville
and how you didn’t wanna do more
but let me grind on your leg
and how humiliating that felt

Feels a little like that
yet relaxing and chill
probably the weed



Feeling cast out
and allowed at the same time

Recognizing similar shapes
of cognitive distortions
and old relapse thoughts
touched up with fresh paint

Sitting in a side room alone
listening to Pat cry at me
getting high after two hours
of praxis propaganda



Rubbing one out
alone in a mobile bedroom

Wow this feels lonely
keeping my distance
getting high

Not moving, feeling wet
feeling just blah
not really sad or angry
no whiskey tears here
just blah

Let’s sigh about ammo prices
and patiently let tears roll down
talk to me about Virginia
take me back to your ears
ease my aching face

Remind me of your trailer
remind me of the warmth
remind me of a country peace

Out in cold Arizona I find no peace
getting high all the time



Take me to the mountain top
forget me in the fog
and change interest real quick

I keep talking about drugs
and it makes me less cool
and I know it’s crowding me out

I know I have to quit, again

I just don’t know when

In the meantime
I’ll act sad and sorry
and sit without talking

You can call me loud
and I’ll take another dejection day
I don’t know what quiet is
and I don’t know how to be better

Fill in all the empty spots
Fill them with weed

Do the same thing every day
long for the road like it’s gone

Stare at the door and think
“I could leave right now
never come back
never say anything to anyone”

Then go get higher
go to bed early
feel sexually unfulfilled

Let the road curl back into oblivion
watch the van disappear
listen for domesticity
and mental illness

Cry





Cut my nails with wire cutters
bottle up my sorrow
pour it all over the strings

Talk to strangers
find them better than friends
smile before I see anyone

Convince me I’m just forgettable
Convince me I’m just whatever
Convince me I don’t suck
Convince me I’m average

Don’t let me misread you
or mistake your illness for mine
Hold me by the hair above water
whisper that I am not this

Let’s scream out of tune
until my throat collapses in blood
and all the energy of suffering
can fertilize desert soil

Take me out back
with your shotgun and rifle
show me how to shoot
then put me down for failure

Let’s see what’s next, alone



When I think about the future
rifle in hand

I think first of glory
I think of endurance
and victory
I think of a brighter tomorrow

Then I think of blood
I think of screams
and death
I think of trauma and loss



Let’s go back to college
so I’ll get high and pass out
while everyone else gets laid

Let’s get lonely in the morning
watch the revelers sleep in
and watch a bed three full
that I will never sleep in

Remember sitting by the fire?
When we had two benches
I sat alone, cold and untouched
watching three people pile together

This isn’t surprising or unexpected
and it makes me think of West Virginia
and being forever outside

and I will always be outside
the contracts of love drawn up
in 24 hour Walmart parking lots

So I’ll just cook dinner alone again
while you sit in company in the kitchen
I’ll just watch more YouTube videos
and check the same two chats

I’ll just go to bed alone again
before everyone else again
while you drink mead again
I’ll cry alone again, curled up in a bag

The day after thanksgiving
with empty wine bottles standing watch
over too cold fingers playing too cold
music meant for ears of decades past

Yelling and sing crying to strangers

When I recline and look at you
scars and dumb tattoos



I see all the justification for longing

You’re like cocaine
and I can’t get enough of you
inside me, wiggling and wet
hands up my face

You’ll let me suck you off
while you play videogames
you’ll play dead with your heart
and I’ll realize I haven’t kissed you
since I forgot when

Saying love and then forgetting what it means
I don’t have any person to stay here for
if not for capitalist hell world
I wouldn’t need the savings of immobility

So let’s hang out, this thing dead,
empty of our care,
let’s be meaningless comrades
and I’ll take the single seat
I’ll listen and never be asked
and pack up for California



Watching you sleep
standing in your bedroom
thinking of what to do
and me and you

Wishing I knew,
longing for certainty
certain of what I’m doing
even if it’s the wrong choice

I take every opportunity given
for emotional self harm
don’t worry, I’ll isolate
and cry myself to sleep all on my own

I don’t need knives
or drugs or any means
to hurt myself and bleed

So when I leave your bedroom
without waking you or warming me
I’ll retreat to my own space
isolate again
and never make friends

You know, I used to be a loner
until I made friends and lost them
now I’m just lonely and dumb



This wasn’t really surprising,
texting me at 1am
so that waking at 1 degree
felt a lot more sharp

When I meditated that morning
I felt the anxiety and sad like a splinter
quietly cutting away at my insides

Such that I left hours before I planned to
probably before I needed to
I was afraid of feeling
and the feeling didn’t go away

So I sat in a public park
and cried for strangers
and stray park dollars

Then kicked dirt with kinksters
anti maskers and Jesus freaks
feeling tired and worried at the end

When I was kissing her
the definitely delusional damsel
who thought masks were stupid
and whose feet had long left ground
made me feel empty, bored

I knew living there wasn’t working
I knew it was shit
and punk scenes didn’t help it

I loved you anyway
so when I found you again on Tinder
I wanted to cry



When I got back to the road
and found myself on the path again
the vagabond’s minstrel path

I breathed fresh air for the first time
since October



Let’s masturbate on the floor
and scroll hentai left handed
Let’s laugh when I’m done
and question existence

Let’s stare at our hands
and wonder how we got here



When my ass meets cold metal
and I relax my sphincter
you can shout loudly
“Are you a man or a woman?”

So I’ll hide out in this single stall
and grip my knife with shaking hands
yelling fuck cis people in the parking lot



Don’t worry, I haven’t eaten
even after you told me to

Don’t worry, I’m still hungry
and really want to cry

I notice my fear of death dying
and when I grip the wheel
sometimes I yell

“Fucking kill me”

and feel the caress of the curve
whispering a probable future

I think about Tinder pics
replace my shirt with a gun
stick my tongue out
and pound the floor after the shot

It’s okay I tell my tummy
you’re just upset for now

I don’t know why I’m doing this



Wake up at 4am again
fan screaming at me my failures

Get up instead of curling up

I feel really trans today
so I think about it
and put on a skirt
and get mad at cis people



I left the lights on
because you took me in
I made potatoes and tofu
while you smiled at the kitchen counter

Before I realized my battery was dead
you found your’s was too
and the conversation on the couch
about consent and boundaries and loss
led you to tears in the Arizona night

So when I gave you a hug goodbye
I made sure to hold you tight
whispering without words
that suffering is inevitable
and no one deserves it

You helped me jump the battery in the morning
and in the leaves of birds
I heard the soft promises of tomorrow



I’m better than I’ve ever been and
I still yell fuck in parking lots
and get mad at white people
for not giving me money

I’m playing better than I ever had and
my fingers are fixing to bleed out
while every lyric is off key

I’m loving more than I ever have and
I don’t know what love means, anymore

I’m having more good sex than ever before
and every morning I wake up cold
wishing this blanket was your hand

It’s alright, it’s okay
I’m not losing fingers
or cutting off toes
It’s just that everything is fucked

My drug habit is worse than it was
and bowls don’t get me high
but I’m not snorting lines
or trading whiskey for lullabies
so that’s better, I guess



We live in a society
and although I am surrounded by bodies
their warmth never touches me

Seeing the same people every day is nice
even if they never talk to me
and walk past like I’m a cancer

In the morning I get only the cold caress
of December desert winds



When the vibrator arrived I was ecstatic
finally, removable girl dick



The framed mountains held me up
and when I walked around Walmart
I remarked aloud how sad I was

Goodbye is always sad



Holy shit
dab me up for a dollar
another cup of kratom

I am everything I want to be
and pleased with where I stand

Yo, Slab City is sick



So we’re literally in a bar made out of pallets and box spring wire, a bar top from plywood and
nailed bottle caps, cigarette smoke in the air, everything dirty, hair matted.

On a small speaker plays old time Fallout music, reminding us of the real apocalypse through
the songs of the fictional apocalypse. We pass lighters and shots over graffitied and stickered
two by fours. The desert sun creeps upon setting and orange rays seep through cracks in the
pallets and drapes.



Sit on the dirty floor
passing a pipe covered in dirt
wait until something explodes
14:42

Lean back in the old and broken couch
shake with eyes closed
you’re breathing and heart beating

Let’s get PTSD from protests
remember cop’s rifle shots
remember guys getting the shit beat out of them

Here in the desert
in a broken handle bar



I’ll share with you
says pierced child
running around at our heels
getting free water and communal care

Thanks for the candy
community mom
Not tonight
biomom



At dark:30 let’s walk
and talk over dirt
on the way to the pirate bar

Pass me a tiny mushroom
first in four years
then play variations on dance
while I sit in the corner by the fire

When I get stuck in my loops
tell me I am where I need to be
exactly right here and now
let me let go of then and be here

Recognize the cold and say fuck it
kick off the heavy jacket and dance
wiggle eyes at the once shirtless
now shirted cage dancer with black hair

When she shakes her hips over to me
I’ll shake mine and then kiss you,
stop giving a shit for cold,
give me your heat instead of the blanket

I’ll press you against the couch
I’ll call you a good girl
you can call me mommy
so I can pat your head
and make you cum

Then get to bed before time
and sleep soundly, wake twice

Tweakers start yelling at 7
and I’m still smiling



I know I write less when I’m happy so I’m trying to make sure I write poems about positive
experiences and not use poetry solely as emotional processing and coping



What do I want to do with my life
ask at 19:21
In the desert
in a bar

Be an anarchist organizer?
Root down, rise up

Become a nun?

Just keep doing this until I die?

I don’t have to accomplish anything
I don’t need to be remembered
or change the world

I’ve made enough smiles
and I’ll make enough more
that it’s alright to just die
and never be a star

If all I do is buy you a drink
then hey, that’s enough



Desert dust trails my broken heels
while plague sneaks in
through cigarette coughs



Break my neck
over your knee
and call me a good girl

Let’s stay up late
so tomorrow’s practice is weak

DP her
Dr Pepper
passed between and behind bar hands



Take me into your arms
tell me I’m a good girl
so I can tell your girlfriend
that she’s one too

Spin me around the dust
and press my spine into place

When my neck clicks
it clicks back for you

So when we trade knuckle tats
you’re first in line
and we tie for smiles and kisses

Even the missed sleep
and hazy next day practice
doesn’t spoil the sweat laden moment
or the shower I haven’t taken in weeks

Just keep me in mind
when we part for the sea



Let’s lay on our backs
eat cliff bars before 7am
then sit quietly with folded legs
five hours later, stomachs empty

Let’s eat mushrooms
and stare at the middle distance

Let’s lay down and then writhe
let’s talk to myself for hours

Stare out at the desert
and remember all the kids who hurt me

I’ve mopped up my shit with a rag
for four years
and the cacti is squeezing the sick
into the piss stained dirt

When my neck hurts
I’ll remember everyone I’ve loved
and wish my parents well
before I fall back down again
and the floor presses against my legs

The strings will vibrate out of control
and I’ll take debt for tomorrow
and be awkward with friends
until the sun leaves again
and I take refuge in black cups



I keep waking up
after 8pm before 3am
to listen to old folk music
I would listen to in high school

Bedside bar
and constantly nodding off at 8
leaves me bored over coffee
every day begins like the rest
anything becomes rote

Taking dabs at 1am
and watching moments of ecstasy
drift by my window
smudge my glasses

Listening to things inevitably end
watching people come and go

What am I even doing?



Gun fire sets a backdrop
as I wrap on my headscarf
and the parallels feel queer

They’ve been shooting more, lately
I know what a bomb sounds like
how it feels, now



Tell me how you’ve figured it out
while you’re drunk on a moldy couch
tell me exactly how each year will go
and be at ease with how it flows



When I lean on the bar
blood on oak
and listen to the bass of banjo
I’ll feel so far from you

Real quick, time travel
remember being a freshman?

Didn’t mean to hurt you?
Sorry, I didn’t mean to
not hear the no in your head

Sorry I should’ve checked in more
I should’ve been more thoughtful
and just asked if you were ok

When you tell me you still love me
and I forget how to still love me
we’ll put it off to tomorrow
and sleep another night weird

Sleep in an extra hour
so I miss out at the cafe
and feel lost in an enclosed space

Feel like crying
and struggle to smile

why do I hurt people without trying?



Tell me you love me
so I can feel alone at 6am

I’ve been walking long in the sun
and the sweat has collected the dirt
expropriating the shit I’ve worn

When dogs walk by with tongues out
I remember the closed mouth I’ve held
for twenty four years

Each morning walk feels lonelier than last
and each cup of coffee blacker than last
and every song more holy and pure

I’ve lost meditation
in favor of laying down my spine

I don’t dream anymore
alongside the sun or moon
my future has become lost
my past has been deleted
the present isn’t worth it
because it never sticks around

I spend 2am hours
outside myself wrapped in desire
and dream of freedom outside knowing



Listen to the sound of Laura sing
and feel like crying
saying I’m sad out loud like it helps

I’m horny and unsatisfied and and and
I don’t know how to be cool with me
and not feel a constant crevice carved
from old teeth and resurfaced bad habits

Every morning this year has been alone
and the distant EDM from the bar
reminds me that going to bed at 9
leaves all those I love inside and me out



So I said I love you and didn’t mean it
until I did because I fell in love
and kept falling deeper

Like actually seriously for real love
not like my first college girlfriend
or the love for my exes
or the love I said in Tucson

Like holy shit I need to hold you
press me against you
holy fuck kiss me

Just let me be connected to you
and we’ll bond our fingers together
with slab finger traps made from wire
so when I decide to leave
I tear all the skin off my hands

And when I sit alone six hours away
and stare at chilling food
and say aloud
“I wish I could share this with Whisper”

I’ll cry with you in parallel
so at least I feel connected
over hundreds of kilometers
and thousands of walls.



When I watch you having panic attacks
and you remark later how detached I am
I’ll let the squad know I’m going to leave

I’m tired of spending weeks in
mentally ill broken homes
filled with traumatized trannies
screaming and crying and not talking

I’m tired of mental health work
and emotional maturity becomes isolation
as sixty year old kids threaten me
out of the PTSD the state gifted them

So when I flee your country
and see only yuppies and college kids
I’ll feel the estrangement of this new self
and all the longing it brings.



I wasn’t sure you’d meet up with me
I felt like I came off awkward
I recognized maybe I was overthinking

When we met on the nude beach
and you hung out with your underwear on

I kept wanting to hear you say more
too excited to let you finish

Then you left just as quick
and in the evening text messages
I fumbled intoxicated texting
and made myself sad and frustrated

I don’t know how to be smooth
when I skip out on caring in the moment
to realize how much I do
after I’ve thrown away the toy

I remember breaking my toys
and watching as I made myself sad
and fantasizing about suffering

I still do
Picture myself losing it all
and killing myself as consequence
Picture car wrecks
Picture mom dying

The pictures will be reality one day
when stress and death come knocking
when mom and dad die
when the engine and this spine break

When you don’t text me back
stress come knocking
and I’ll shoo it out with new
poorly painted punk nails
and tomorrow’s work.



Act as if
every plan already fell through
Act as if
they’ll never text back
Act as if
I am and will always be
alone



I have looked for God
in the silence of dirt
and the wonder of the stars

I looked for God in acid
In mushrooms and cacti
I looked but I saw only distortion
and never any signpost for Heaven

Sometimes a moment would come
and I’d think maybe you are real
maybe that coincidence wasn’t

Maybe it was you, talking



watching the older guys stand in a circle with cock rings talking to each other about their
boyfriends brings me nothing but a queer joy



I’m resentful towards my trauma
resentful towards the asshole
that made me feel like my body
is nothing but commodity

And I’ll lay in bed
fantasizing about hurting him
and getting angry sad
crying and clenching fists



I keep losing selves
they shrink and slip through gaps
left in the flags I plastered up

The future, I lose hope in



When I put hope in the trash
and sink into the acceptance of ending
something assuredly leaves me

Only I don’t know what
and now sitting in Sedona
I don’t know what I’m doing
just trying to be happy
and that’s always slipping past

Not that I’m besties with sorrow
just that now is so empty
and what once held articulated diagrams
is now just blank canvas

I don’t dream anymore
of an anarcho-future
or of a day without hunger
I don’t dream of saving the seas
now I only ask every morning

What’s the weather today?

And my plans spin spirals around
avoiding freezing and finding temperate
mountains and elevation just AC settings

Any hope of change gets put aside
and the leaving of the thing scars my hands
as I let the insides of me shift around
my stomach gurgles in protest
and my mind feels fogged by something

One day maybe
I’ll say I love you again
and we can find a nice place to die.



I feel so acutely alone
having not met anyone
and now articulating the nothingness

I keep stopping and wondering
what exactly I’m doing
and having no idea

I keep lying in bed
having no idea what to do
and almost no motivation

I’m just there suddenly
floating almost
Distracting myself seems dull

Am I depressed?



The murderer being found guilty
didn’t make me happy
It felt like white noise

Now Santa isn’t real
and I’m buying presents with resignation
that every Christmas is pretend
but only for the rich enough to have a phone

Santa has been dead for decades
in decaying shanty towns
and pallet houses

I watched him die
when Gilly cracked his first beer for the day
and when I stare at the desert
I feel open to a dying world

Even if nothing works out
I’ll probably still have at least one great day
and the songs won’t stop sounding good
even if the soil coughs up tar.



I appreciate the hope you have
because I sure fucking don’t



Wasting away amongst red rocks
I’m never gunna find Jesus
not matter how many hallelujahs I sing
or crosses I wear

No picture and ziplock baggie
is gunna fix the rifle I worked into my spine
or the commitment I made while asleep

Liking Jesus and wishing I was a
Better Buddhist isn’t doing shit
to put out the plans of arson in my head
or the quiet reminder of gunpowder
every time I smell sweat

The isolation from all that’s left
is making me feel estranged
here in a tourist cash trap
and no matter what other people say

I keep wanting someone’s dick in my mouth
and someone to press my spine into shape
and something to make me other than
just neutral and okay and fine and bored

Something to get me high again
because I’ve been telling lies again
to parents and friends and strangers
that I’m so sober and together
that I’m not smoking crack in basement
squats of hollowed out office buildings

That I don’t take doses with resignation
towards withdrawal and dependence

With each day it’s easier to be
and I’m not lost or gone anymore
even if there’s some sores on my tongue
the better part is healed scars
with only a few red fingernail marks.



I still miss you
and in the text messages my urge to press
your small frame into my small body
tickles the tear ducts below my eyes

And I don’t know if I’ll see you again
and I worry about jealousy
or protective ownership
that breaks with the anarchy on my arm



I keep picking holes
in my ego, soul and skin
now my legs are covered in red



I miss everyone
here alone in an empty person town
getting bored of days alone
in semi solitary aloneness of my own head

I’ve felt so much drudgery
and so much fear and anxiety
and seen so much stark beauty
and so much lifeless capital
I’ve cried at stars and at people
and fallen in love and smiled a thousand smiles

Dead inside and never more alive



The one cool person I have a convo with
in weeks and weeks of bullshit
let’s talk about banjo
and dirty kids and quitting drinking

Let’s share weed and promise tomorrow
so when you say racist shit
and I get sad
and miss my mom and mommy
miss your hand and community
company and closeness

I’m just warping my spine in a parking lot
watching trans people naked
and wanting something other than
more empty silence and quiet nothing
but tomorrow maybe, tomorrow’s new

Tomorrow I’ll go north
and see new things
and still, I’ll be alone
most nights just driving on.



Kicking it under snow capped mountains
and negotiating frostbite at 4am
thinking about all the shoulders
that have passed the space next to mine



The skin on my hands cracks
not from the desert months
and constant work to breathe

Now it’s peeling because the venue for life
is something I’m allergic to
and the rashes on my arms
and itch in my eye
tells me I’m a disease on the world
and the white blood cells are hunting me
I can hear them in strangled breathing
I can hear them in my racing heart

So it goes
when I am sad life is work
and sending messages on Tinder
is just a job to get the next chemical paycheck

It’s the capitalist super bullshit
telling me everything must be commodity
“I will get what I deserve if I do the work”
Letting go of deserving but each time
I find my fingers wrapped back around
and I peel them off all the time
because this world did me like Mark said it would

Where I gave up trying to be happy
to be high instead and then just scraping by
then searching for happiness again
and now?

I’m estranged from the people in the factory
I’m estranged from the suits and ties
The dirt makes my legs look concerning
and the alienation from short years
of retail and health care
has me stuck in a fabricated reality
based on greed and desire for subjugation

The sandcastles we built last winter
are now painful reminders
of the separation wrought by whip



I don’t want to work anymore
but I’m going to die if I don’t
tow the line.



When I told my friend
I wanted community and connection
she straight up laughed

You don’t find that in asphalt and rest stops
you can find pussy aplenty
and a thousand small kisses and smiles
but building a crew demands they too
pick up their lives with you

Maybe I’ll settle into a few spots
a few places to go for weather



I felt the loneliness in my face
when I recognized the issue wasn’t sensation
so much as the lack of bare touch for so long
with everything prior so mediocre

Now I’m sitting in bed knowing I’ll cry
sometime tonight
it feels a strange premonition
seeing it through a scope

The urge to overshare and whine
to be too much
so I don’t and eat bread instead
pump my tits again and get ready
for another night bagged up alone
tucked in my steel cabinet



I think my body
likes motherhood
because the breast pump is stimulating
so the whole ordeal
becomes a long term masturbation sesh

And when I cuddle stuffed unicorns
my body sends chemical signals
and the ripple I feel through my skin
soothes some kind of motherly longing



I realized
while getting fucked
that this wasn’t scratching what I need
down deep I can’t find what it is
that has been clawing it’s way through my stomach
until the day finally comes when you’re here
and we can hold hands again

And I realized the following two days
that my compassion fatigue killed any chance at regeneration
and now I’m only good from habit
I’m not a good person, anymore
I’ve set selfishness at the top
and my own feelings as No. 1

Autonomy and my own freedom
Number before any homebum’s hunger
or anyone’s depression or intent to die

Not even to my fellow trannies
all bleeding the same blood
that I’ve been drinking for weeks

I’ll be careful, when a thief breaks my lock
and feel shut out and poor
when the farmers market already booked someone

And when I realize no hookups or dick or tit
is gunna fill the void I’ve carried since birth



I’m tired of separation
and saying goodbye at 9pm
when I went into my van
I broke down before the radiator

I’m missing building connection
growing close to people, actually.



Every morning for two hours
I make zero dollars
and I feel my stomach hurt
and my throat raw
and the muscle that’s bleeding inside
continues to hurt in spite of drugs

So I’m sitting on stone
waiting for dollars not destined for me
wondering when next I’m gunna eat
because I know and they don’t
that playing tunes never earned half as much
as sitting on the ground looking poor

So when I take breaks I wanna cry
knowing every second dollars go bye



I found out Monday morning that he died
murdered, apparently
which feels so bizarre and fucked up

I only have one picture of you
and some of your hands
and I miss your smile
and your zest for trading

And I’m pissed you got murdered
another dead trans kid



Walk me to my van after 11
so we can smell midnight flowers
and watch the full moon

When you say goodbye it hits harder
than the best orgasm of my life
that you gave me two hours before

So I’ll sit here winding down
with chest pain and stomach ache
dabs, equate and the shakes
from cold of heart
borne from third date separation

When I wake in the morning
after seven hours sleeping



I don’t know if what I do means anything
anymore, or if it ever did
I can’t put things in order anymore
they’re just happening in front of me
maybe it’s the drugs, I don’t know



I keep trying to write songs about Jesus
and every time I can’t find words
and only dull syllables of other songs
and echoes of simplistic melodies
with words that mean nothing to me

I keep trying to sing about
seeing your face or your Grace
being saved in some way
but instead all I see

Is rain drops
soaking Oklahoma grass and dirt
pooling in suburban streets

Feeling like tomorrow and the day after
won’t happen and that I’ve already
been stealth broken up with
months into saying love

And right now it’s melodrama
because tomorrow might not happen
and instead maybe it’ll just be
me play banjo alone in a park
and evenings alone with videogames

Wishing I knew someone in this town
who wants to see me again
wishing I didn’t just habitually
let everyone down

Dropped calls from Nashville
and ghosts from Memphis haunt me
People I’ve let go in El Paso and
now Tucson people won’t see me

I don’t know exactly
if it’s me or the drugs or the hormones
if I said something wrong or not enough
if the miles of silence and leagues of air
was just too much for a fragile four day old relationship to bare

So when I leave again



maybe I’ll stop trying
to meet people in new cities
and instead just drift through them
play songs for crumbs
and sing for the Internet
because no friends are here to listen
and no one I meet wants to come again

Outside your girlfriend’s apartment
I’ll break down crying
partially because Poe got murdered
partially because my hormones are insane
partially because you went ahead and
stealth broke up by entering into a
monogamous relationship with a cute
terrified trans girl finding her bare feet

Now I’ll break with the word lonely
while trying in vain to find more hands
warm arms and interiors with water
instead it’s just metal walls
and moisture kept in bottles

On days when I make six dollars in six hours
I hear the crimes of my past lives
and when I can’t hold people
I hold stuffed animals

No one likes a dirty tranny
especially not one like me.



Housies keep pushing me off
from public parks and public sidewalks
and in dejection I’ll sit in the shade
irritated stunted practice
and anger at a world that refuses
to revolve around me

When I eat their pasta salad
and accept their water and sandwich
I won’t be that mad anymore



When the sea evaporated
and the century of farm chemicals
leeched into the lungs of six year olds
and my lungs of a twenty something
former smoker current idiot

I saw then that no plan I’d ever make
will last my lifetime
the timeline’s stretched too thin

The dust is picking up now
and my bandana mask won’t help
the silicone collecting in my lungs

I’ve strained my voice too much
while breathing in second hand capital
and now songs won’t come out
all I have are instrumental tapes now
except the chemicals are peeling skin
and my callouses won’t stay put
they keep jumping off



I’m having late night fist fights
with wolf spiders who don’t care
and the cicada corpses are crunching now
with each new kick of the drum

Mosquitos are strangely absent
while I’m reviewing my portfolio
high up in West Virginia
high on blunts
where I can’t find creativity
only enthusiasm for the art

The humidity is making my bed wet
more wet than the space I keep hidden
between my two knees

The spiders taking residence in the walls
are comrades now that they’re armed
against the imperial flying bugs and flies
trying to make homes on my land

I’ll keep missing sleep
because trading hours of rest
for hours of pleasure
becomes always worth it up here
and the fatigue pisses on me
every morning until coffee and blunts

We’ll hit up the late night
Rocky Horror Picture Show
so I can remind myself that my parents
forty years in are still fucking
and that my queerness is itself
demanding of liberation from me
and all the suitcases I’ve carried for years

When I want you to fuck me
we’ll just press what we’ve got
and that will feel more intimate
than a six inch dick of twenty year old boy
ever has in any town with a Walmart

Four years in I’ll remember to tell you



that I love you.



Separation from things we like is painful
I remember this every day
when she goes out to the farm
or when I leave for another state

And texts and calls are the bridges
I try to tie in between meetings

I’ll plan coming back as a regular thing
because saying I love you
and being clear about how I feel
and touching you because I mean it
changes the last four years of great
into a love I keep finding in trans hearts

I’ll draw maps that loop the treasure
bring me back to you and them
so I don’t have to say sayonara
just see y’all again, if I don’t die

I don’t think it’ll stop hurting
this on off bandaid life
and maybe the skin will start to crack
one day down the road

Or maybe travel will get harder
and broken soil and bare bones
means managing a continent wide
network of lovers, friends and fans
becomes sand through my fingers

I just want whatever hell I fall into
to have someone cool to hang with
someone to take breaks with
from the rest of being my own me



Feeling sad and mad at cissociety
wanting to cry for aloneness

I’m sorry for this whiny poem
I’m just very sad
and want to be other than here
other than now yet now I am here

I’ve boiled down some things
where I have to make money
and then leave and then make money
while trying to cut time
from capitalism’s heart
so I can steal a few orgasms
pressing my back against a tree

The dog ticks are a pain
but looking down at your mouth
pressed up against my clit
was worth the trouble
of forest creatures following us home
to your half broken trailer
filled with wolf spiders
that I’ve signed a peace treaty with

I can’t stand this now
having to make money
having to sell myself
having to dance to cissies
listening to nationalists
fire off fireworks for future wars

Wars that will worsen my dying lungs
along with the mold and tobacco
and the over inclination to sing

I don’t know if the time between now
and losing my breath forever
will be as pleasant as I want it to be
or if it’ll end short before depth
or if my lungs will break before I make it
I just want whatever hell I fall into
to have someone cool to hang with



someone to take breaks with
from the rest of being my own me

The smell of those nights
when I visited sex parties
and drank for no reason
when I never felt
fucked up enough

Now sometimes I feel too high



Everyone I know will die
and more and more people
I’ve kicked time with and loved
are dying, from heat and murder
from stabbings and heart attacks

Now cis men are calling me a faggot
freak, fraud, pedophile, dirty tranny
and I’ll hold back tears in public
because crying isn’t a good performance

My back is throwing itself out
and driving in railroad spikes
between the discs threatening to slip

So when I pull muscles
I can pull overdraft fees too
in futile efforts to stave off
the inevitable death of my spine

But hand trucks and album sales
aren’t gonna undo trauma
I keep collecting in ziplock baggies
and hiding under my bed until they press
painfully again into my back

Every morning I redress internal bandages
because the blood pouring out my ass
is bright red and speaks only of a
temporary only right here right now pain
that if I just wait diligently and devotionally
it will deliver me to something healed and whole.



I slipped out of my skin
and left my mind behind in the case
while my forearms ache was ignored

To sit alone in a cold room
for more hours than makes sense
or more time than I remember wanting
to drop into virtual videogame bullshit
because I set the password as a warning
to stay away and stop doing this
jumping in the office chair to spin
until my head is sick
and I hate my actions for the time they stole

I get sad with challenge now
I want everything to be easy
I want my leisure to roll simply
and I don’t want to struggle
or get frustrated at fabricated hurdles

Can’t take back the eight hours
I would’ve spent doing anything else
even if it was just as stupid
just as pointless
it would feel more coherent
with the lifestyle I’ve chosen

Than sitting alone by LEDs flashing neon screens
telling me to go this way or that



The weather has been rain for months
we break new records every day
and I long for the return voyage
to the desert of a happier day

Halls of academia have caked dust
intellectual theories and philosophy
failed to hold back water shortages
and the slow collapse of an evil state

Now I’m doing oil changes myself
because the jiffy lube caught fire
and my lunges run at half mast
from dust I can’t get out

I let myself be something else
because whatever I was before
has always been a product of capital
of fear and resentment and dreams
now that all my opposition is dead
or dying amidst concrete blocks
there’s no ah, no anti, no opposition

My intestines every morning twist
and push out gas and shit
to fuel the next sixteen hours
of trying to do nothing and something
waiting for the drive I’ll find at 11
to play old songs being lost to the world

The dust caked on the tension hoop
will never get cleaned for lack of head
and the blood from my missing tooth
will form crystals in my cheeks



I feel like dying
and that I’m just waiting around
to sink my teeth into dirt

So I self harm with starvation
and lay around procrastinating
because I have nothing else worth doing
and waiting to die is boring
when it’s not a DIY job

I just don’t want to be alive anymore
but I don’t have the drive to kill myself
so I’ll just lay on the floor
wanting to cry but not wanting to be seen
instead I’ll elect dry eyes and sighs



When I get broken up with
for the non-zero’th time in my life
I always wonder what’s wrong with me
did I sabotage this myself?
Was it a good idea to begin with?

I keep meeting people
falling in love and watching it die
and I remember the days I would sit
with hands in anjali and say every day
that all I hold dear will change
that everything I have known will leave me

The inevitability of separation



So I burned down the masks and cameras
because the endless eyes and faces
I’ve been wearing and dancing for
started to rub off the skin I made
and only performative cells sprang up

The valuation of random people
I’ve never met who have never met me
ends up cutting deeper than anything

So I took the knife away
and threw it into a storm drain
where I’ve dropped every piece of once
necessary now contraband choices
after images of womanhood and drums

I’m playing scales alone now
and only the housemates hear my voice
and I get excited for making things
and rubbing at rough edges till they ring sweet

Suddenly the rules about propriety
the guidance on social isolation
and forming yourself into a disconnect
keeps all the stress of evaluation at bay



Then I got angry and didn’t know why
but ranted anyway at nothingness
suddenly feeling out of control
and unsure what’s causing it

Feeling afraid and vigilant
over past harm I’m detoxing from
I’ll lay on the floor
feel fucked up and floaty, no drugs there

Detoxing off internet abuse
detoxing off transphobia and blood
that won’t stop pouring out my pores



I break down sometimes
if I think too much about the AIDS crisis
or of Poe’s murder
or of Mike dying somewhere
or of Richard or Zoila

If I think too hard about our oppression
I want to smoke cigarettes in a jacket
I don’t know why it’s always that
Cigarettes in a jacket with a collar

Then I’m sad when I’m lonely



Loading up an alabaster charriot
with all the privilege of Twenty Five years
so I can ride off into unknown sunsets
without a Golden guardian in sight



Leave the porch light on for me
so I won’t get lonely when I’m free

when I roll back to you
via an albatross riding east
I’ll find my way in with the key I kept



Laying in bed in a park
wondering why I am depressed
from all the capitalist stress
hating work of all stripes
and all the labor makes me want to die

So I lay in bed instead
waiting for something that will never come
like a pear from an apple tree
or triangular flights of solid gold bees

Waiting for a sunset that won’t mean shit
as if that was all I needed to do
see the orange red purple sky again
and then I’d be through, all of this
gone again until I’m new
and financial anxiety kills me
so instead of presents I got discontent

And I don’t know what I want to do
anymore, there’s no devotion left in me
just drifting through routines I’ve built
and watching palisades built by whiteness
as if knowing would make it better

I thought I had, for this long moment
a life worth living, a thing to do
now I’m just wasting time
getting high, getting laid, not getting by
and I hope it passes
but I honestly don’t know if it will
it probably will

Feelings, like friends, cars and states
all crumble with enough time

There’s a cop in my fucking head
and capitalists in my heart
pulling chains so I become horribly attached
so completely dependent on having money
must keep the bank balance so high
must keep the cushion there, despite



despite the cushion of privilege
because capitalism tells me so
and the cop in my head beats me
if I try to let go of money and fear

So I keep hurting myself with labor
more than I ever really need to
because the handcuffs on my neurons
tell me nothing will be good if I don’t

If I value autonomy like I tell myself
then I have to shoot the cop in my head
who keeps pushing me down
and forcing me to dance for donuts
if I want any real liberation of myself
then I have to lose the chains I made

Where does this start in the mind
and where can I kill it?



I’m waiting for the candles now
distant bobbing whispers life
and the flicker of headlights
leads me down empty highways



When weak winds break my spine
 I’ll just lay down and die
 because bandaging my well worn life 
causes only the super glue to snap 
and none of the bones bare weight
 they’ve taken all they can take
 now in spite of gender executioners
 I’m running down empty hallways 
breaking my neck to break away.



Let’s make a mountain fortress
we can dig a well by hand
and plant vegetables next to solar panels



Grief feels so strange
so outside of depression and suicide
it’s so outside my skin
I feel it on the outside like rain
it’s pushing me around; it’s not getting in



Sometimes I watch marriage fights
on the real life tv screen
that I wedged into my eye sockets

Sometimes they’re big and explosive
and people are rummaging through files
and yelling at each other for reasons
I simply don’t understand

Sometimes someone leaves
goes to another city
flees the country or county

Sometimes not much happens
and it just simmers somewhere deep

I’ve never been married
and my love fights number one person
everything else was slow difficulty
if that’s anything in the zone of fighting
sitting on futons, separating at the first

Later times was it simply goodbye
or lives diverging, to go different ways
I can’t remember how many times now
how many ropes have frayed?
How many times has the belt broke?

A few times at least, maybe at least five
it’s harder to remember now
seven years into living

One, two, three, four, five, six, seven

Every year something breaks
amidst a dozen smaller separations
nothing ever holds together
no matter how much caulk I use



I’m a no good kid
dancing at the late night show
to strangers in a rural theatre

Feeling strained breathing
while wanting more kisses
and wanting to be high
and falling over myself

Longing for a deserted future
of candles and mourning
of mics and group therapy



I danced all night until 2
then fucked until 4

Excellent night
no poetry.



It hurt when I left again
it always hurts when I leave

So that six hours away I could stare
at light pollution that seems foreign
and feel a million breaths
on Columbus’s rooftops

We would agree immediately
that the entire world is collapsing
that degrees are pointless
that the plague won’t end

I’ll keep texting you
because I love you more now
than I did in Boston
and when the Bombs start to fall
and my family is executed as traitors
we can hide away in mountain hollows

We can grow vegetables in the shade
and pray over rifles to an empty space
because no one listens anymore
we’ve devolved into shouting and pain
and put away devotion for the next life

Except snuggling with you
at 4am despite asthma attacks
feels as secure as childhood
with my lungs threatening collapse
the thought of your face is sweet breath
and sorrow at ten hours away.



Being alone and quiet beside the highway
makes me feel inside myself
in a way that I can’t alleviate
loneliness is just there
sitting on the counter

Because now YouTube has run dry
and I don’t know if I can read anymore
the drugs cost too much to do
and I don’t know where to put my mind

There’s little to focus on, in the quiet time
where I could drive for days
and find only antique malls
and cows waiting to die

There’s nothing here but to cry
except I already cried
and there’s nothing more to cry over
I’ll go back next year
and leave one partner for another



I lay in bed at night sometimes
I worry about having to break up
because I’m dating omnivores
and I worry about their beliefs
and if we disagree on something
and if I can deal with them being wrong

I lay in bed sometimes
thinking about my tattooed fingers
thinking about your lazy eye
and wondering if I’ll see you again
because like days of old before telephones
I can’t call you, there’s no service
the telegraph doesn’t run from me to you

I hope that in the winter again
I will see you and renew our bond
and maybe one day meet your mom



At 11:24 I can feel it set in
some strange disconnection
and worse than that is the voice inside
that acts like someone from the past
who comes back just to ask

Except it’s me
I’m coming back but going to Denver
to use mailboxes and showers
and to let the cat out on accident

The wind in the mountains whistles
through the hole I cut in the roof



I’m sitting cold at 9am
because I climbed too high
and forced my body for 30 hours
now my shoulder aches
and I am waiting to leave
waiting for it to be warm

Then when I get south
I can become aware of all my changes
all the stupid and apathy
all the conviction and commitment

I want to see the Anarchestra now
because my spine is finally in tune
the nicotine keeps the cartilage wet
and my nipples pierce new pains
that lactation won’t solve

I want to read more theory
so I can be a better Anarchist
and I want more lovers
so I can live the relationship anarchy
I keep tacked to my profile



For a single moment
I see the swirl of my own mind’s
toilet bowl water spinning shit
so I stop to take a look

Feeling like sometimes
I get caught up in thoughts
these mind storms coming again
where I lay in bed and casually regret
every love and every single tattoo
and every fuck up catalogued in a text

They spin around for a while
and then they go away again
I try not to act around them
the way I would before
where every week I would repeat
“just something to get me through this week”

Now I’m digging out reclaim
and all the inhalation’s turned black
while I pen essays trying to draw out
what vegan anarchism and Buddhism means



I notice in small ways
the compassion coming back
like strangling kids strangled me
and all thé care came out with the tears

But now it’s been a year and more
and slowly I care again
it’s scary



I’m bored again in 35c boxes
and wet towels and wet shirts
pricks my nipples the way a tongue
hasn’t for three weeks
and I miss skin on mine
I’ve been singing instead
and forgetting old songs

The towel on my head
and the blade takes my skin
so that the new face can make money
from cis white men who will go home
and jerk off over me instead of their wives

All my dates get canceled
because the only people I find
on shitty judgement apps are basic
too clean too rich too educated
too unwilling to lick sweat
as if salt were a disease
and not the substance of my body

I need again to shove someone down
and to have my hair pulled
because I can’t afford drugs now
and I spend money on gas not gas
and I am still two weeks away
from community and communion

The mountains are long gone now
but they linger on my periphery
laughing at me across a desert
while dead deer sing ghostly songs

I want to tear down the canvas of me
and burn whatever vestige could be
because there’s no me that’s real
and no self I can construct that won’t
blow over with someone blowing me.



Let me be your mommy
and I can sleep alone again
because I refuse bedtime company
on account of the muscle ache it gives

I’ll lay on Main Street in my underwear
because it’s hot and I ate breakfast
and my shoulder has an ache
from wanting to get high for too long

I want to yell into a mic because
getting eaten out buys one thought
of being so satisfied
that I never have to write poetry again
in a future of content so deep
I forget all about today and tomorrow

Except now my neck hurts
from an unhealthy posture
and the sun is heating up the van
and people won’t tip until six

Maybe soon I won’t be in debt
to gas companies and my own muscles



I have no track marks
because I haven’t been shooting up
but last night was intoxicating
and it wasn’t the espresso
or the two cigarettes on the way
to your bedroom filled with post rock

It was lying in bed brushing your cheek
that I felt like I was doing drugs
like I laid out a line of intimacy
and lost my shit jumping the membrane

I noticed my thoughts being stupid
because infatuation with her dick
was overwhelming the backlog of sense
I felt so needy, the same feeling
of scraping my grinder at 2am
because I can’t sleep sober anymore

Now I’m working on letting go
because the BPD in my back pocket
reminds me of not just philosophy
but a maladaptive search for sex

Cheering when I walked through the alley
because three weeks is an eternity
when I have nine months of clean time
amidst seven years of nonstop addiction

Except in the morning this won’t be
the wall will read 35c
and messages won’t come because of me



I am disappointed
because I am horny
and cis girls find me interesting
but I can’t tell if they want to have sex

I am starting to wonder
if I should do something else
but I already have other things to do
I already have other shit
and I can’t tell if I just want more problems
or just something to detox from

I’ve gotten good at quitting
except for the things I should quit



I eat cold chili
from room temp cans
and eat bread bought with EBT
because eating is so hard now

And I wanna scream outside
because there’s nothing left to do
just waiting for the mail again

I don’t have anyone to play with
no drummer; no dildo
just my own hand and dead skin
that I have to clean out once a week
or the buildup looks like an STI

Playing songs with bad lyrics
and writing love songs for lovers
my joints want collagen
but I can’t find a corpse to consume
that won’t leave me puking for weeks

Sometimes I want to lose my body
so I could float with cacti
and disassociate like a k hole
but I don’t shoot up anymore
and weed tanks my blood pressure
so I spend hours on the bathroom floor
waiting until I can stand up again

I keep pissing on the ground
because I don’t want to find a 7/11
and make another personal 9/11
for a cashier that hates the homeless



Money tells me I need to earn
and not have sex
that $29 is more important than joy
and I hate it so much
because I can’t have both
in this bastard of a world
that is taking me for all I have



I really don’t care for men
I’m not repulsed, usually
I’m just not interested

Grindr keeps matching them to me
and I don’t know why I use the app
when there’s one in a million trannies

I don’t know how my attraction
became so weirdly focused
and how so many people became
uninteresting



I committed to staying two weeks
to make money and kill time
while the one cool person
stops texting me back

Maybe I’m too clingy
too BPD too Anarchist too dirty
no good low down punk

I don’t wanna waste time speculating
because Cameron Smith is yelling at me
to let go and find my friends
but instead I’m laying down
because I watched all the TV
and I took all the selfies
there’s nothing more on Reddit
and YouTube is a pit I hate

And I don’t have the energy to hike
or play music or eat
because waiting for time to pass
while Tinder dates don’t text me back
is some kind of Olympic game now
I’ll sweep gold for hang ups
and childish refusals to concede ground

So let’s cancel Christmas
so I can be obstinant for no reason
so I can love one thing that finally
has no people and no appraisal
so I can love ideology and song
and the kiss of a 34 year old tranny
beside the dick of a kid turned 20

I’ll lay in bed and isolate
because boredom is a bad excuse
for sobriety

I’ll stop trying again
because there’s nothing to do
but sit down and listen again



hear new songs and old songs
sit alone under a fan
with nothing to care about



Shhh

It’s cold now and more humid than the day
my nipples stand at attention
and my insides let go of weight

There’s nothing for today
other than the slow mastery build



I didn’t dance at the punk show
I just swayed side to side
but I wanted desperately to play
and I will now, in the future

But for that night I walked home
with a cute girl who went with
then slept alone like I always do

Now in the morning I am lost
like I found this thing finally
but now I’m outside it

I have gig envy now
and no one is listening to me



I feel stupid
when I read poetry off paper
standing alone in a park
while someone nods out nearby

I want what he’s on
because I’m tired of being sober
all the time every morning
I’m tired of skipping breakfast
and I’m tired of my body

I want to be held and heard
instead I’m bored and sweating



More and more do I hate people
and more and more do I love friends
and every street corner is harassment
or old men asking to give me oral

So I’ll get yelled at again
and my money stolen, poor tranny
and everyone white and cis
will get bug eye’d when I sing

I’ll be the token faggot
and wear a dress so I can be honey
and the cis people will step on me
and eat all that I could produce
while spitting on the hands that make

If ever I load the rifle and bandolier
and march onto the street chambered
I will die a martyr and become a villain
and all the trans orgs will say
I am a bad egg, mentally ill, misguided

And only while I bleed out
from lead spit by class traitors
will I find a peace of rejecting convenience
and embracing the harsh death
that grants a temporary reprieve of body

When my vision goes black, then
the two halves of me will come together
and I won’t be oppressed anymore
because I will have shot the oppressor
and I will have shot myself.



I upset my stomach
with too much mustard
and I am exhausted
without having done anything

So I’ll lay around all day
with a headache from morning
and a vague desire for tears
because I feel oppressed
as my intoxication keeps me down

I want to do something
but know not what or where
and I have melted in the heat
winter will come soon

My head rings with something
and my eyes refuse to focus
I want to scream and cry
and I have no idea why



At night sometimes
I put moisturizer on my feet
because the ground is trying to kill me
and my skin will fall off
if I don’t dress it for work

I’m hiding bad decisions under my skin
in the shape of words and lines



I can’t find anyone
who doesn’t have money in their blood
I scraped all my dollars
to shoot up the dirt

Now my veins are turning green
and everything I loved is strangled
because I am begging on corners
for money to buy gas and toilet paper

I am prostrating myself for capital
so that I can be gifted the right to breathe
while the air quality lies down anyway

I don’t know where this cop sits
because every creak of the chair hits bone
and my cartilage is yelling now
that I should be someone somewhere else
working forty hours
for a life I don’t want
for a life that wasn’t won’t ever be me

When dirt coats my hands
in a way I have never seen before
the flake of skin I kept atop
can peel off in desert dry
and underneath fresh and fragile skin
I can build a callous against capital.



I am horny
and being horny right now is bad
because they don’t wanna fuck
and I haven’t in weeks
and the last time sucked

So everything’s itching me raw
while I hit bong rips
and chug kratom shakes
to stay up late on Thanksgiving

I’ll get lost in my head again
because things aren’t making sense again
and I don’t want to forget my name



In the morning I’ll feel like shit
hungover on emotions
in the daylight I can fuck it up
and pull apart something new
because it’s hard to deal with



There’s a hole in me
and I need someone’s fingers in me
something to ease this
and I miss my girlfriend
and I am crying again in the desert



I’m pulling out chicken wire
to try and deter parasites from my flesh
but maggots are sneaking in through tears

Now my head won’t stop hurting
because I cried too much
and the decomposers got to my eyes
so now everything I see is decay
waiting for rust or sun to turn to dust

So I’ll keep picking at red spots
that make my knees weak
and give me the tightness of arousal
and the disappointment of
too depressed to masturbate myself
too traumatized to fuck you

I can take turns crying with you
and maybe that will fill the time
that keeps piling up at my feet
where no one expects anything of dirt
and I am filling pockets with sand
so my being has no need for labor
then I’ll fill the cracks with relationships
that keep fracturing from too much trauma

And everyone I meet now
and everyone I met before
are all so readily bleeding that we slip
on the kitchen floor of meeting
and my nose can break then on linoleum
and I can apologize for my own blood
that is mostly mopped up now

But the plastic is degrading again
and my chest hurts more than it did
and I don’t want to go back to that
every day of suffering shit
when I was worse.



I am watching my interest dégrade
as my sex drive goes stupid
and rages as I let it die

Somehow I don’t remember what happens
if I wait too long with or without knowing
that the bow won’t hold the tension
I keep it tuned to every morning

Now my mind goes up and down
and I remember Julia Foote
and her brand pressed into my shoulder
that I should become sanctified now
and stop waiting for mind or body

Instead I’m just tired
and strung out on caring too much
so every night I’ll smoke weed
and every other chug kratom
and wish I had more drugs
to fix my empty holes and missing selves

But that won’t happen
or maybe it will

Maybe I will finally shed every scrap I held
and let go of all social markers for health
start drinking again
and start storing powder in my nose

Now I’m throwing napalm on stocks
because my dividends never came
and I’ve waited too long for bail
so now my soul is in jail
and every day is true neutral
in a way that feels like depression
without as much emptiness.



I exist in so much sadness
the ground around me has soaked in
with everyone’s collective trauma
now I’m tired at 5pm
from running after fires
and I don’t care anymore
except I do so deeply and completely
that I’m hurting myself on the daily

Now I feel motivated and bored



Let’s hide from the cops
under salt cedars and smoke
and we can get dehydrated
while wringing out a cloth of paranoia

Then I can tell no one
and feel isolated in my own head
while you duck under bushes
and I sit in living rooms
waiting for rumors that don’t exist

There’s no questions to ask
because the concern isn’t real
except for the times when it is

I’ll babysit the anxiety
you traded to me for two gallons of water
and get a headache at one

Silence is death
but sharing is bad opsec
so scream and shout
and say nothing at all.



I can’t stand discussions about reality
because reality is too sad
because genocide is too hard
and cultural destruction too close
to the whiteness I can’t wash off my hands

So whenever I ask about culture
appropriation, my own, theft and all
I lose my tongue in the shame
or the 9 gauge tension cuts my ears

Now I’ll just smoke weed again
and do another line because giving a shit
is too much for my PTSD brain to do
then I can be another useless cracker
who does fuck all to save myself
or anyone else

I can through apathy and avoidance
stand on a mound of corpses
and pretend the bones aren’t crunching

I can through silence and intoxication
avoid talking and learning

Through the shame and guilt I get
every time I try to ask or talk
I can lapse into a silence
that becomes the death of me
and the death of all I could do.



It’s freezing cold
but the real chill is in my head
and how I don’t have any friends
just a lot of partners
and acquaintances

The bed is a prison now
that I locked myself into
and I’m playing with the key
because I can’t imagine going out

My feet are turning blue
and I can’t sleep beside you
because being touched sucks
when it’s hours before I’m tired
and I don’t want to do this anymore
but opting out isn’t a box I can see

So now I’ll lay here cold at seven because going out isn’t real anymore
and that’s okay I think, sometimes



I set my alarm for seven
so I can get kicked out at seven thirty
to sit in the cold on a toilet

Then I hear the car start
and leave me alone again



I feel the space with my fingers
and the boredom in my brain
I spend all my time now
drugs, music, media

And I miss you now
and my mucus is turning yellow
because I can’t stop getting sick
or putting shit up my nose

Now I’ll isolate
because the only things here are bars
and I don’t drink anymore
so hanging out with drunks is boring
when I won’t pass the bottle

There’s no more drugs to do
not tonight, at least
stomach too weak, not enough serotonin
so now I’m mostly sober
alone at nineteen degrees

There’s no fork or spoon
but eating chili with knives
isn’t safe for my dirty teeth
or throat filled with sores

Yelling fuck alone fixed nothing
because my issue is strange
and I don’t know what empty is

I don’t want to smoke weed anymore
I’m bored of drugs
not motivated to get high
just waiting to die



When I decided to kill myself
I quickly gave up
because suicide is too much work
and it’s easier to do nothing
than plot a plan for a final exit

Now cutting lines isn’t worth it
and smoking won’t get me high
and I’m too lazy to shoot
and drinking is too nauseating
so I’m sober again
not because I want to be
but because getting high is too much work

If I just lay here and do nothing
eventually starvation will give to euphoria
that comes when your body is paper thin
and my mind won’t ask questions
because there’s nothing to keep my stomach in

My hips won’t click anymore
because my knees don’t flex right
and the cartilage hurts
and my stomach hurts
and I don’t have food
because I don’t live in a house
and when I rub my elbows
the bones feel sharp
wrapped in paper skin

I lost my food sovereignty
when I lost my fork and spoon
now that I have them back
food makes me sick
and there’s a void I can’t fill

Memes aren’t food
but I take them instead of calories
because laughter and distraction
and being nailed to the feed box
is another kind of hell I’m in



This traumatic relationship isn’t good
and my needs aren’t met
and I’m not me when I’m with you
I keep taping my mouth shut
so I don’t cut you with my teeth

Now I feel so distant from you
and the newness won’t work anymore
because I know you now
and you’re so far outside my fingers
where words won’t reach

The face I meet you with isn’t mine
it’s the healthcare worker
bored stuck in the hospital
drug addict making bad choices



I had a breakdown over coffee
because I did drugs last night
and now I can’t feel straight
I’ve been drinking again
pouring progress down a sink

I realized at ten I needed help
and realized twelve minutes later
I would find none around me

Contemplating rifle based suicide
and reopening scars on my arms
crying again at eleven
putting health in the ground
to be unstable instead

Too many drugs
now my brain is sick again
from work based trauma
and exhausted chemical processes



Go to the rave
I won’t
Trying to stay sober
I don’t even like EDM

So, in bed by seven

Then I realize
I don’t really know what I’m doing
where I’m going

Wish I had more whippets
and cool friends
that weren’t anti vax covidiots

Don’t wake me up
sunlight is warm but empty
and I wish people were gone
and I wish I wasn’t me



I’m getting worse at being happy
I was really good at it for a second
now I’m isolating from parties
because I’m scared to do drugs
and I want to hold them
but they’re out having fun

I’m nursing a headache
because I press my teeth like strings
hoping they ring sweet
instead my face bleeds

I don’t have good friends
because I can’t remember names
and I get bored like you do
with the small talk that it takes
to build small friendships with you
and vulnerable moments I don’t make

I just want to leave
but I’m waiting for nothing
or scared to be alone again

My stomach hurts
because I don’t know how to eat



Next day hangover
I can’t stop crying
Pain in my insides and head
I can’t stop crying

I need to stop
this is the worst one yet
my whole day is gone
and stuck alone
because I would shit myself



I miss them now
at four thousand feet
and six degrees

I miss making food
and watching TV
and cuddling
and going to shows
and getting to talk, sometimes
about the anarchy I’m wet for

I miss coffee and company
I miss whippets and blunts
I miss the dog
and the green of desert trees

And I regret the time I wasted
when I could have looked at fear
and opened myself anyway
I regret the canvas I put you into
that never held the shape of your paint



I’d like to thank the government
and being in your early 20s
for the COVID money
and poor decision making
without them I wouldn’t be
where I am today.



I long for the total escapism
I could have when I lived inside
Now I don’t have a computer
and I remember finding that weird



Moving again is nice
the blood was pooling in my toes



I gave up on organizing
no commune, no gang, no future
just me and the people I kiss

I don’t hope for a Revolution
I hope to see thirty six
and for a death that won’t hurt

I hope one day, when I go to the wall
I can spit in the eyes of them
whom humanity would regard
as deserving death by caviar spoon

I hope in one moment
I can piss on the hands
that will take from me my life.



I get anxious now
a little bit sometimes

Laying in bed
about the future
it’s on fire
I don’t have any water, no
we’ll just have to get
warm

I gotta use less thc
It’s the dabs you know
if I do them during the day
it’s an issue



I stopped organizing
I stopped trying
because white people told me I’m racist
and my self esteem is underground
so any ribbing breaks bones
and I choose quiet crying
over moving past their words

I don’t organize anymore
because I am never correct
if I listen to enough takes

I gave up on change
because I don’t get shot at
I stopped trying to change others
because others aren’t shooting at me
I can step back and away
because I am white

Yet although my hand has left the stove
internalized racism left a brand
and I see it’s reflection in pain
in my own robbing and harassment
in my own rape and assault

The things I can’t step away from
because they are carried by all
hiding transphobic knives in their throats
but their racism is sheathed for me
so they talk about them as if I wasn’t me
as if I really believed.



My body is made of paper
and my knees have fractured
at the sinews and joints
every time I ran from the cops

My jaw has been winding itself for years
and now the wires snap
bone greeting bone like hammer and nail

My fingers ache from bends
my wrists swell from work
collagen begins to tear apart
and my neck slides a needle in

My spine twists itself
hallmark of a broken body
where the elastics begin to break
from sitting in heat and cold too long

I plan to cut my vocal chords
and swindle family and state
into keeping alive these strained limbs
so I can lay for a little longer
here in bed, aching for breath.



I haven’t gotten high in a minute
now I’m stoned
so I ate a pizza
and now I feel a little better
a little more solid than before

But when I left
I don’t know, something
feels strange in me
and now I’m a little lost
and a little stuck in longing

Even though the sex was good
I feel off
like I wasn’t right
maybe that’s projection
something still feels off
too much something
too little of something else

Dissatisfaction
and things I need to fix
but I don’t like ordering shit
to addresses that aren’t mine
so now the sun is creeping in
and I don’t have lights

I remember crying in the dark
on mushrooms and other drugs
because broken things hurt
through their absence in foundation
that I build daily selves on

I feel like I have to wait
more than I ever want to
and that I let myself wait
longer than I ever have to
and if I just stepped out
played the chord instead of waiting
I’d find something better than patience

But in anxiety riddled insides
I have deep reflexes to cry



I don’t known when it got like this
this anxious
I feel like I need another kind of break



I was born in a hospital
under fluorescent light
I grew up in a house
with two light bulbs in each room

I’ve driven across this country
and stared at the sky in each place
I’ve seen stars that summoned tears

Yet in all my longing and stares
I have never seen the arm of our world
I have seen only pale darkness
I have always known electric light.



Every time I hear a knock
I get reflexive anxiety
about cops and strangers
banging on my wall

Part of me feels weakened
Transgender wounds and lack of food
Sometimes I want pain to be wisdom
Days without fear of death

Now it feels like the world is ending
like it has for everyone else
and there’s nothing to do but wait around
and cry about abuse



I parked in a crowd
of far right Nazis
and plugged in my amp
and played as loud as I could

I shook every second
because shouting alone is so scary
but if I don’t, no one will
so I do
and I am afraid
but I continue

Freedom Radio
Live in the crowd
Countering the Nazis
With Punk Rock and Folk



I get angry whenever I feel suicidal
angry that it hasn’t ended
and I still walk around with a noose
tied round my throat like a curse

It handicaps me
and steers my life
I get led around by fear of my own hands
and seek philosophies to grant me peace
but none turn complete
and all carry blame

Someone is always mad at me
someone always wants me dead
and I get tired all the time of the world
but don’t want to disappoint whatever me
really wants to eat pizza tomorrow
or my lovers or friends or parents
with a red letter of my own script

So I feel paralyzed
in hopelessness and helplessness
waiting for a utopia in my dreams
because my planet is dying
and republicans say I drink blood

I can’t find a belief without blame
and my behavior isn’t ever the same
as the virtues and ideals I try to tame
and besides, my virtues are another’s sin

But I don’t want to be complacent again
I don’t want to take hardship
and come away apathetic
as I have dozens of times now

It’s easy to give up, I’m good at that
I’m good at giving in and breaking down
I’m good at idolizing suicide
as the highest form of fuck you I quit
even when the only one I quit on is me

I don’t want to quit on this world



I want to die doing something
I don’t want to die running away
I want to die doing something
I don’t want to spend my life running
I want to die doing something

Someone please martyr me
so I can die, guilt free.



I’m terminally out of certainty
and have no idea what to do
caught between twin desires
of me and you and us and the road
like I’m glued to asphalt
and running away is my drug of choice

Sometimes I want to sit down
dig holes and build rafters
so I can have a real family
that doesn’t see someone other than me

Other times I hate the strings I’ve tied
between my fingers and yours
and want only to need no one and nothing

I keep waiting, God given patience
for the right thing to join
the right people, group, crew
to sit down and cultivate acorns

I’ve been waiting for years
and I left the last community
to see the desert and be a bum
all alone staring at sand and lizards
now I am wondering where I left my shoes
because I had no place for them
amongst all the dirt

I dream sometimes about wood
and putting brackets and screws
to make a home for my van
shoveling snow
and watching time pass
from a single place

There’s always the fear of failure
fear of no success no entry get out
fuck off not here do it later won’t work

But I keep coming back to
long term plans and eternal futures
the illusion of permanence



but neither path is enduring
driving or carpentry, both change
end or start at different point

I’ll get robbed one day
my garage will burn down
my family will fall apart
border patrol will enact asset forfeiture

Still all the time
I’m longing for certainty.



I think I like being emotional
and I romanticize myself a lot
I jerk off to being a sad girl
and some hopeless revolutionary
dying of lung cancer, playing music
at the end of the world

As if looking lonesome at a flag
would change anything real
as if fantasies in my head
made reality move for me

Instead I just feel a little better
romance becomes the reason
isn’t it so aesthetic?
to be a punk kid
and live in a van
isn’t it so cool
to be homeless
aren’t you having a good time
LARPing poverty
that went too far and now I realize
the only free ride is in their house
hanging out with mom and dad

So I habitually want to use suicide
as a threat against myself
for getting too angry or mean
for not taking their shit
for jeopardizing my resources
that keep me safe in rags

And I feel myself dying now
because my joints are weak
and I can’t work long enough
to afford a roof above a foundation
steel boxes are all I get

And everywhere I go I am pariah
I remember being told that
years ago in a rural Japanese bathhouse
the old woman staring at my naked body
saying aloud pariah



You can run across the world
and cis people won’t change
now I always feel out of place
when cis people are around

I’m never supposed to exist anymore
I’m allowed to, right now
and I feel society pushing me out
I’m a splinter in the skin
that isn’t worth giving an easy job to
so I feel like I should give up
but don’t feel like going to hell yet
I’ve still got people
I’ll wait it out.



I think sometimes about the people
I allow to be in my life
mostly in community
who I sip coffee with

Meat eaters
Covid deniers
Fucking idiots

I’m ever more tired



I can’t sleep at night
because someone is posted up
watching stars from ramparts
and even when I slip in and out
of deep and shallow breath
I can’t get my back to relax

I want rest
I want release
I find none in death
There’s no rest in death
There’s no release in life
Freedom is something beyond that

My skin feels foreign here
and I want to go to a place
aside from living and dying

Instead I lay awake
waiting for you to finish
and put your mania aside for four hours
Instead I’m picking fights in my head
getting mad at myself for nothing I do

There’s nothing for these hands
but songs no one likes
there’s nothing for these fingers
but scratched phone screens
and dander clogged eyes



There’s a six prong fork in my back
Useless anarchist
Disabled and threadbare sinews
Lack of skin on mine
Empty fears of abandonment
Watching you sleep too little
Hopeless, no future

I want to rage against something
but there’s nothing to rail against here

I’m incredibly stressed now
and I still haven’t cried
and I can feel that poisoning me
the well of tears I can’t empty anymore

Fear, anger, sadness, envy
Wrapper inside of me



So it’s like three things, right
The rising fascism in this country
My desire to be with you
My desire to make a stand here

Or I shoot myself
Except I don’t wanna do that
but reincarnation doesn’t cut it
when you aren’t faithful in the rest of it
now I’m duck searching for a new reason
to wake up and do something
making art is ultimately only part
and to be whole I have to be part

And I’m tired of everything getting worse
and I don’t know when that will happen
but I know if I stay here
I’m gunna get shot, shoot my self
in defense of ideology, despair at inability

So I don’t know what to do now
but I have an opportunity
and I don’t want to waste it
doing drugs and driving

I guess I gotta make a call
swing the bat
sign the line
figure out when and where to die

I don’t know how to explain this
awareness of need of a will to live
that I can feel weakening in neglect

I was working on music
now I recognize physical limitations
and find all this space

Maybe the worst part is
I can’t know what works out
I don’t know if climate
will make deserts finally inhospitable
or if I’ll never get out of the country



or if I’ll get killed tomorrow

I’m still longing for certainty
and need to learn how to do
in the absence of any law



Let me make a decision
so I can be resigned to fate
and accept whatever I’m doing
instead of this forever uncertainty

I just want to know what to do
and be confident in what I’m doing

I don’t think that’s gunna come tho
and I’ll either sit restless in routine
or do something worth doing
that my body is capable of

Sometimes I dream of family
of a polycule that’s real and deep
sometimes I dream of dying
so I can say I died for the cause
sometimes I dream of giving up
and becoming something I hate



When I recognized suddenly
that I wouldn’t be real
and they wouldn’t be either
then I could actually put it all down
because we have fences
I built mine, you yours

Parallels to being yelled at
in minivans and on dirty rugs
don’t talk to me
because the lack of vulnerability
hurts more than anything else

Well, shit
people you love saying nothing
is as hurtful, hiding razorblades and pins

So say something
so I can see you for a minute
and not feel such longing
for a divine eye to hear thoughts

You did say something eventually
and I appreciated it
kind of.



Dipping sore joints into the Potomac
because it’s full of mysterious sand
I’ll tell you I started to recognize
my deep desire for family
a family of my own
not one born

When you lean in to say
we’re family
it means a great deal to me

I’m happy.



When I think of dead friends
I always remember your face
and you wanting to trade

It doesn’t actually end, does it?
You never really stop feeling that
Maybe it’s shorter
yet just as sharp

I still miss you
and don’t know who killed you
I still miss you.



I think I forgot for a minute
that I have a laundry list of diagnosis
that mental illness doesn’t get cured
and even rémission isn’t safe from
from future pains and new trauma
from lost hours of sleep and Nazi threats

I want to die a lot
but I don’t have the desire to die
it’s more a wanting to be without desire
to be without need or stress
this insatiable craving for nibbana
while knowing full well I do fuck all
that would get me close to it

Isn’t that great, know the way
and be too depressed afraid fucked up
to actually commit hard enough and win
keep losing that fight
and do worse things

I keep dreaming of heroin and easy ODs



I like to lay down a lot
and pretend to sleep
because I’m an insomniac
addicted to touch
and my bottle is empty

I recognized sitting alone and crying
on too little sleep and too much craving
that I would only go for her
and that I would rather forfeit life
than tolerate paperwork

Now I don’t know what to do
to lean in or out
to let go or hold on
do I change for someone else
because I love them
not because they asked

Or do I let them go and wave goodbye
and commit myself to die
waiting upon lead and corpses
to make something I’ll never see

I long for something I have never known
a freedom I never had
a family I never felt
a certainty that doesn’t exist



I recognized then, that I couldn’t abandon
the country that calls me it’s own
it has done too many atrocities
that if I ran from it, I would be responsible
I’ve benefited from these evils
in books and schools and cash
how can I not be held to account
for the sins of a nation that calls me theirs
how can I not be required by the good
to rise up against it’s evils
with word and gun and flame

How can I not become the enemy
of the state that birthed me
how can I not be held to account
and tasked with the removal
of a threat that’s global

If I abandon this liberation
I will have abandoned what I value
I will have left my people.
I will have said to everyone more poor
everyone less able and resourceful
that I got out safe, your life be damned

Now if only, if only
my people living under these banners
were not the same ones holding a noose.



I start to recognize real alienation
after I decided I was going to die
doing something worthwhile
when my lovers pulled back
and I felt my touch become anathema

Except it’s all illusions of hormone
and past trauma
and previous hurt folk
nothing in reality

And asking about it rather than silent
breaks any chain there could’ve been



Family
feels nice for once in my life
surrounded by lovers, metamoures

I could die happy here
But I’d rather do stuff while alive
and make something nice for kids
I will never know



Let me call you my wife
because words are immaterial
and I love you as family



I fantasize about starving
as punishment to the state
for denying me food stamps

Living between state lines
means nowhere to hide
no-where to call residence

Transients ain’t shit
to a genocidal capitalist state



Look past me, argue with an illusion
I’ll just smile
and try not to listen
because I can’t read you
and I don’t care to try
when I think of heroin
and running away

I’m tired of being me
and tired of drug addicted dreams
I want to be someone else now
someone with an easy mind
and easier relationships

I’m bored of getting high
and don’t want to drink anymore
the only fantasy left is one shot
mainline to Heaven

If only I could live with myself
in a body without tattoos
in a body that never contacts skin not mine

Now I’m waiting for change
on the street corner begging
that someone will come for me
with purpose or plot.



The cut food assistance gives to hunger
and what I had before is gone



I see where you came from
I read the same books
and we both became insurrectionists
but I never let go
of The Buddha’s promise
that there’s worth in virtue

So when you started being mean
punching and stealing
I stole your car keys
now you don’t talk to me
but the echoes of the propaganda
still play out in my head

I dream sometimes of fire
and dying in the street
and when I’m depressed
that feels a little too close
face gets a bit warm
from a trash fire of six couches

I’m starting to dream now
of book clubs that become
kitchens that become gun clubs
that one day birth a new world
where I don’t get hungry
or afraid of being without medicine
or scared to piss

Where thé world we lit on fire
isn’t so bad to live in
a world where I see you again
and I call you by your true name.



I recognized when you said seriously
that you were a patriot
that we wouldn’t last
because these divisions of identity
drawn with sharpie and ink
won’t let us live in peace

Now I don’t know what to sacrifice
myself or you
because neither of us is at ease
with the rifles we both own

And I’m afraid if we live together
one day one of us will have to die
and it’s you or me
when the Revolution comes
because your fealty to the feds
means you’re another Lenin
waiting to backstab
when I don’t go your way.



I’m an idiot I tell you
because disregulation isn’t justification
and you aren’t evil
and I’m not a killer.

The gap isn’t so big



My freedom is your freedom
and I’m reading new books now
because these aspirations of freedom
won’t be realized alone

I’m getting pissed now
and tattooing my shins
because I can’t see freedom
in a place I despise
cause I can’t see freedom
In a place without eyes.

So take me now
from hearth and homes
built by white hands and black guns
take me somewhere I’m afraid to go
where skin isn’t so prone to breaking
where needles aren’t so scary
where we aren’t so estranged
and medicine and food sit waiting
for us to come back home.


